
 « Operation Merkur »

After the fall of Greece, Crete became a strategic objective for Axis, because of the presence of several

airfields which allowed the air cover on eastern Mediterranean Sea. As the Royal Navy had the naval

superiority in this area, the German command decided to an airborne invasion:  Operation Merkur. This

had to be done in two phases: First, an air assault by parachutes and gliders of the 7.Flieger Division in

order to capture the main airfields of Maleme, Rethymno and Heraklion, then a consolidation by the

5.Gebirgs Division with heavy armament such as artillery and some light tanks, to conquer the rest of

Crete. But the British Command was informed of the air invasion and the British troops (Creforce) was

prepared for the battle. German Fallschirmjägers suffered heavy losses on the first days of the battle

before the arrival of the Gebirgsjägers changed the odds of the campaign. The Creforce evacuated the

Greek island on the 31st of May 1941. For the Germans, it was a victory but a bloody one: about 6 000

paratroopers had been killed in the battle (the finest Axis troops) and 270 transport aircraft destroyed on

a total of 500 used in the campaign.

This campaign with 15 scenarios tells the story of the battles who happened in Crete from the 20th of

May, date of the first German landings, until the evacuation of the Creforce on the 31st of May.

Jdrommel.



Campaign notes

Expansions needed to play with the base game : 

- One « Terrain Pack » expansion; 

- One « Mediterranean Front » for the British troops;

- One « Winter wars » expansion for some badges.

Special  adaptations to the campaign :

1) Terrain 

The mixing of desert tiles and campaign tiles was knowingly chosen to represent the particular ground

typical of Mediterranean countries (villages and palm grove).

2) Figures

German  paratroopers  (Fallschirmjägers)  are  always  represented  by  elite  troops  (with  special  unit

badges), German Alpine troops (Gebirgsjägers) are in general represented by normal Axis figures except

in one scenario « Kalami heights ».

The  Creforce  (ANZAC  and  United  Kingdom)  use  British  figures  of  the  « Mediterranean  Front »

expansion.

Greek troops are represented by Allied figures of the base game. Cretan partisans are differents  : three

figures and badge « Resistance ».

3) Special rules 

Use Airdrop rules (Actions 20).  A unit dropped on an hexagon already occupied by a friend unit is

placed in an free adjacent hexagon. 

Creation of Kampfgruppe : During the war, German troops had the ability to gather several units to form

a Kampfgruppe. In some scenarios, two weakened German units can gather to form only one unit if the

number of figures is not more than four figures (ie: 1+1, 2+1, 2+2, 3+1). This is possible only one time

in the game.  This voluntary dissolution of one unit to create the Kampfgruppe doesn’t give an Allied

medal anyway.

Weapons airdrop: Some heavy weapons (SWAs 2 and 3) are dropped in the first turn on the dropping

zones of Maleme and Canea. Axis units only can use these weapons if they ended their move in the

hexagon where was dropped the badge. At that time, you can use SWAs rules (SWAs 1,2 or 3). Remove

the badge if an Allied unit finds the weapons first.

« Air attack » card is not allowed to the Allied player in all scenarios. He has to discard it and takes

another from the pile.

« Barrage » card is not allowed to the Axis player in most scenarios. The German artillery was available

only at the end of the campaign with the landing of the 5.Gebirgs Division. In case of the card is not

allowed, the Axis player discards it and takes another from the pile.

« Resistance » rules, generally attached to the Lorraine Cross badges, are played only in scenarios where

are involved Cretan partisans.



4) Gaming 

This campaign could be played in the chronological order of the scenarios or in five different mini-

campaigns. There are no advanced rules.

Mini-campaigns :

- Group West Maleme: Target is Maleme airfield, counter-attack at Maleme, capture of Kastelli ;

- Group Centre Chania : Target is Chania, battle of Galatas – action 1, battle of Galatas – action 2 ;

-  Group Centre  Rethymno :  Target  is  Rethymno  airfield,  the  olive  oil  factory,  strong  resistance  in

Perivolia ;

- Group East Heraklion : Target is Heraklion, ths streets of Heraklion, assault on East Hill ;

- The pursuit :  42nd street, Kalami heights, the road of Spakia.

Chronological order of the scenarios :

- Target is Maleme airfield – 20/05/1941 (n°6107)

- Target is Chania - 20/05/1941 (n°6163)

– Target is Rethymno airfield – 20/05/1941 (n°6177)

– Target is Heraklion – 20/05/1941 (n°6180)

- The streets of Heraklion –  21/05/1941 (n°6193)

- Assault on East Hill – 21/05/1941 (n°6212)

– The olive oil factory – 21/05/1941 (n°6207)

- Strong resistance in Perivolia – 21/05/1941 (n°6210)

- Counter-attack at Maleme – 22/05/1941 (n°6196)

- Battle of Galatas – Action 1 – 23/05/1941 (n°6201)

- Capture of Kastelli -   25/05/1941 (n°16281)

- Battle of Galatas – Action 2 – 26/05/1941 (n°6217)

- 42nd street – 27/05/1941 (n°16309)

- Kalami heights – 28/05/1941 (n°16318)

- The road of Sphakia – 30/05/1941 (n°6230)

Who wins in this campaign ?

In accordance with history and because it was an Axis offensive, the Axis won the Crete campaign, but

the Creforce (and Greek troops) have inflicted heavy losses to the Axis, particularly to the German

Fallschirmjägers. But in this campaign, each scenario is well-balanced to give a chance to win to the two

players. The winner will be the one who implements the better strategy (or who have the best fortune

with dices).

Counting up the Victory points:

- 1 VP by full ENY unit destroyed,

- 1 VP by scenario won,

- 1 additional VP by medal token gained.



Victory Points Counter Sheet
 (available VP).

SCENARIO ALLIES AXE

Target is Maleme airfield (6+1) (6+2+1)

Target is Chania (6+1) (6+2+1)

Target is Rethymno airfield (6+1) (6+1+1)

Target is Heraklion (6+1) (6+1+1)

The streets of Heraklion (6+1) (6+1)

Assault on East Hill (6+1+1) (6+1+1)

The olive oil factory (6+1+1) (6+1+1)

Strong resistance in Perivolia (6+1+1) (6+1)

Counter-attack at Maleme (5+1+1) (5+1)

Battle of Galatas – Action 1 (6+1) (6+1+1)

Capture of Kastelli (6+1) (6+1+1)

Battle of Galatas – Action 2 (7+1) (7+1+1)

42nd street (6+1) (6+1)

Kalami heights (6+1) (6+1)

The road of Sphakia (6+1) (6+1)

Total (109)                                    PV (116)                           PV
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(*This German memorial, although partially destroyed, is still existing in the suburbs of Canea).


